MELODIK
SPECIFICATION

A new pitch precise bass reinforcement loudspeaker with
integral active amplification and equalisation circuitry

KEY FEATURES
❙

High performance 305mm (12”) drive units

❙

Advanced active cross-over with protection
and control circuitry

❙

Signal sensing, auto switch-on and shut-down for local
or remote operation and energy conservation

❙

Phase inversion option allows positioning flexibility
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The new Linn Melodik Active Isobarik Bass loudspeaker
is the ultimate pitch accurate bass reinforcement
loudspeaker. Designed to enhance two channel,
multi channel and multi room entertainment systems,
the Linn Melodik adds extra performance, power and
atmosphere, delivering accurate tonal performance
without unnaturally intruding or detracting from the
original source material.
The Linn Melodik is an omni-directional low frequency
loudspeaker, incorporating twin 305mm (12”)
Isobarik coupled drivers with powerful, integrated
active amplification, signal sensing and protection
control circuitry.
The versatile design of the Linn Melodik enables
omni-directional vertical or horizontal operation for
floor-standing, rack or video-wall mounting. It can
also be stacked for higher power or commercial
multi-media applications.
The Linn Melodik ensures an exceptionally accurate
sound when combined with even the most compact
of Linn loudspeakers. When brought into any
loudspeaker system, this ‘bass reinforcement
loudspeaker’ provides a seamless extension of the
performance, adding a new dimension to music
and film alike.
The Linn Melodik is available in attractive black ash,
American cherry and new maple, finish from qualified
Linn outlets worldwide.
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MELODIK LOUDSPEAKER
Linn, the Linn logo and Melodik are all registered trademarks.
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MELODIK
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

A new pitch precise bass reinforcement loudspeaker with
integral active amplification and equalisation circuitry

❙
❙
❙
❙
❙
❙

Introduced
Type
Frequency response
Input impedence
Amplified power
Drive units

❙
❙

Applications
Size

❙
❙

Weight
Finishes

2001
Active Isobarik bass reflex loudspeaker
15Hz to 100Hz +/-3dB
5K ohms
200W built in amplifier
Two 305mm (12”) polypropylene
cone bass driver
Hi-fi sub bass, AV sub bass
H 483mm x W 640mm x D 483mm
H 19 inches x W 252 inches x D 19 inches
46kg / 101lbs
Black ash, American cherry or maple
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